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I don’t agree with any of your statements, accusations or demands.

I’m more than supportive of Rebecca having a relationship with you and visiting you but this will not become my responsibility.

I have already forwarded this email to Noelle and Pattie.

Thank you,
Kim

Sent: 03/29/2022 at 11:40 AM
From: Kimberly Hutnak
To: David Parker (First Viewed: 04/03/2022 at 08:49 AM)
Subject: Re: RE: April break and summer

On 03/29/2022 at 12:12 AM, David Parker wrote:

To: Kimberly Hutnak (First Viewed: 03/29/2022 at 05:27 AM)
Subject: RE: April break and summer

Have your attorney provide you with the orders, that's her job not mine as a pro se litigant.

I'm expecting Rebecca will be living here, so summer visitation is a bridge we can cross when that is finalized.

In regard to April break, given your interference over Feb and Apr break last year, that cost me significant financial harm, and that was in
violation of existing & active court orders, as well as hurtful to Rebecca, coupled with your over the top, drive to Jersey in a panic response to
Rebecca's flight that had been on books for months the following is the only thing that I will agree to:

Rebecca is here for the entire week of April break. Flying out Friday afternoon and returning Sunday afternoon/evening.
You can schedule and pay for the round trip in full and advance, to avoid previous issues, keeping your mind at ease.
You can then submit for reimbursement, depending on cost 2 to 3 bi-weekly weekly payments through the OFW system.
I will begin to approve and reimburse you for 100% of the plane tickets upon her actual arrival here in Texas.

Given your history of interference and willingness to cause me financial harm, and interfere with Rebecca's ability to see her family, it's time
you put some skin in the game. If this is not agreeable, I will forward the proposal to Patricia for review and discussion.

Ball is in your court, good night

thanks,

Dave Parker
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On 03/15/2022 at 01:25 PM, Kimberly Hutnak wrote:

To: David Parker (First Viewed: 03/17/2022 at 06:32 PM)
Subject: RE: April break and summer

David,

Your accusations are noted but unfounded. You have made no attempts to see Rebecca until the last weekend of this month, since you saw her
last summer.

Please provide the order that you are referring to about the breaks last year and makeup time.  My time is very limited and I would appreciate
your assistance.

Your visitation for the summer will be discussed with Pattie and Noelle accordingly.

Please send more specifics on your request for April break.

Thank you,

Kim

On 03/15/2022 at 12:21 PM, David Parker wrote:

To: Kimberly Hutnak (First Viewed: 03/15/2022 at 01:20 PM)
Subject: April break and summer

April break is coming up. Rebecca has indicated that she would LOVE to be in Texas for April break. As I'm owed make up time from last
February and April break, both of which are ordered and haven't occurred, and now this February break, I believe that her being here is fair,
equitable and in Rebecca's best interest. She misses her family.

It's also time to begin talking about summer. As my parenting time continues to be denied and hasn't been yet enforced by the court, I believe
that she should be here the entire summer. As I'm owed a significant amount of time. Rebecca agrees with this.

David Parker
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